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Reshaping economies
In Global Research, we view today’s world of disruptive, complex and rapid change 
through the lens of nine themes. We expect these long-term trends reshaping economies, 
markets and societies worldwide to have lasting implications for investment strategies. 

They are: Automation; Demographics; Digital Finance; Disruptive Technology; Energy 
Transition; Future Cities; Future Consumer; Future Transport, and Trade Flows. 

These themes inform our coverage across asset classes and regions, and are instrumental 
in enabling us to help clients spot risks and opportunities.

Please read on for an overview of our thematic approach, and how you can subscribe to 
our latest insights on trends reshaping economies worldwide.

David May 

Global Head of Research

david.may@hsbc.com

Our latest report 
looks at how the 
nine key themes 
are shaping global 
economics

Read “Gamechangers” ›

Follow David on LinkedIn ›

#HSBCResearch on LinkedIn ›

Watch our themes video ›

https://www.research.hsbc.com/R/10/WkXDDsN
https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-j-may/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/hsbcresearch/
https://www.research.hsbc.com/C/1/1/320/zfz6kqF
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Meet the themes

Automation
How robotics is reshaping 
workplaces and economies

 ® Helen Fang (Global)
 ® Sean McLoughlin (Europe)

Disruptive Technology
The innovations transforming 
industries worldwide

 ® Davey Jose (Global) 
 ® Frank Lee (Asia)

Future Consumer
What’s on the mind of the next 
generation of spenders?

 ® Erwan Rambourg (Global)
 ® Karen Choi (Asia)
 ® Jeremy Fialko (Europe)

Demographics
What an ageing world means for 
growth and investment

 ® James Pomeroy (Global) 
 ® Herald van der Linde (Global)
 ® Edward Stanford (Europe)

Energy Transition
How businesses and economies are 
shifting to a net zero future

 ® Sriharsha Pappu (Global)
 ® Thomas C. Hilboldt (Asia)
 ® Lilyanna Yang (Americas)
 ® Jonathan Brandt (EEMEA)

Future Transport
Trends redefining mobility, from 
electric vehicles to hydrogen hubs

 ® Mike Tyndall (Global)
 ® Parash Jain (Global)
 ® Will Cho (Asia)

Digital Finance
How technology is reinventing the 
way we use and create money

 ® Kailesh Mistry (Global)
 ® Paul Mackel (Macro)
 ® Antonin Baudry (Europe)
 ® Neha Agarwala (Americas & EEMEA)

Future Cities
The changing shape of the places 
we live, work and play

 ® Stephen Bramley-Jackson (Global)
 ® James Pomeroy (Europe)

Trade Flows
The evolution of supply chains and 
global commerce

 ® Shanella Rajanayagam (Global) 

Overviews and key coordinators. Click on the icons to see the latest insights

https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Automation&variant=P342
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Disruptive%20Technologies&variant=P341
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Future%20Consumer&variant=P248
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=%22demographics%22&variant=P250
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Energy%20Transition&variant=P344
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Future%20Transport&variant=P345
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Digital%20Finance&variant=P343
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=%22Future%20Cities%22&tab&variant=P320
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=%22Trade%20Flows%22&variant=P304
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Our framework
Positioned across our unique selling points and focusing on our key, current and topical themes

Global teams

Economics 
covering >50 

countries 
worldwide

Equities 1,850 
companies with 67% 
FTSE EM and Frontier 

Market Indices

EM investment 
themes across 
asset classes

Data Science 
analysing vast 

amounts of data using 
machine learning 

techniques

FX broad 
coverage of DM & 
EM with particular 
focus on the RMB

Fixed Income 
covering Rates 

and Credit across 
DM & EM

ESG insights to 
aid investment 

decisions

Multi-Asset 
highlighting key 

ideas across asset 
classes

Key themes to guide your outlook (to subscribe to a theme, click on its icon)

Trade FlowsFuture 
Consumer

Our focus

Data 
Science

Embedding machine 
learning techniques into 
our investment advice

ESG 

10+ years of integrating 
ESG with fundamental 

investing

UK 

Strong mid-cap 
coverage

China 

Onshore research with 
300+ A-share coverage

Asia 

Local expertise for 
global clients

Emerging 
Markets

Comprehensive analysis 
of EM across all asset 

classes

Macro/
Multi-Asset

Top-rated in DM, EM 
and thematic coverage

Automation Demographics Digital Finance Disruptive 
Technology

Energy 
Transition

Future Cities Future Transport 

https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/134
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/107
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/123
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/96
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/124
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/98
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/125
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/116
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/127
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Subscribe to “Nine Themes Talking Points” ›
Our monthly look at reports covering our nine big themes and areas of strength 
such as environmental, social and governance (ESG)

Automation
Automation is, in its broadest sense, the pursuit of increased efficiency. From 
manufacturing to finance, an ever-growing number of industries are adopting automated 
technologies, potentially boosting productivity and remodelling workplaces.

Helen Fang 

Head of Industrials Research, 
APAC and Global Coordinator for 
Automation

helen.c.fang@hsbc.com.hk

Automation can help industries reduce waste and 
optimise carbon emissions

The emergence of AI models such as ChatGPT 
could give rise to new business models, with a 
broader range of tasks being automated

89%
Of health and healthcare firms expect to be using 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) by 2025

Watch list

 ® Automation has advanced from early mechanisation 
of production lines to data-driven industrial investment 
and the recent emergence of new AI models

 ® Labour shortages post-pandemic have further 
incentivised the adoption of automated technologies

 ® Demand for higher-quality healthcare is set to drive 
rapid growth in robot-assisted surgery

 ® New trends in robots include “cobots” and human/
machine interfaces, making it easier for people to 
interact with tech

 ® Machine vision, enabling robots to see their 
surroundings, is a key tech to watch

 ® What skills will people need in an increasingly 
automated workplace?

Subscribe to theme

Follow Helen on LinkedIn ›

View insights

https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/periodical/3281
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/123
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Automation&variant=P342
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Demographics
Herald van der Linde, CFA 

Head of Equity Strategy, APAC 
and Global Coordinator of 
Demographics

heraldvanderlinde@hsbc.com.hk

James Pomeroy

Economist and Global Coordinator 
of Demographics

james.pomeroy@hsbc.com

The world’s population is seeing the fastest changes in history, with ageing populations, 
lower birth rates and smaller households set to play a key role in determining the pace 
and shape of global demand growth for a range of goods and services.

It is plausible that Europe’s population could fall 
40% by the end of the century

2040s
As birth rates decline, we now assume the world’s 
population will peak in the late 2040s

South Korea’s fertility rate in 2022, suggesting its 
population could more than halve by 2050 

0.78 children/woman
Watch list

 ® The balance of population pyramids across most 
economies isn’t conducive for faster growth

 ®  They have either too many older people relative to 
workers, or fast population growth that may make 
finding enough jobs tricky

 ® Demographics can drive other structural changes in 
consumption and investment patterns

 ® Birth rates data are key – how many babies are born 
each year will shape the population outlook

 ® Policies including retirement ages, pension systems 
and migration can help societies manage the impact of 
demographic shifts

 ® Some countries opt for policies intended to boost birth 
rates: will these prove effective?

Follow James on LinkedIn ›

Follow Herald on LinkedIn ›

Subscribe to “Nine Themes Talking Points” ›
Our monthly look at reports covering our nine big themes and areas of strength 
such as environmental, social and governance (ESG)

Subscribe to theme

View insights

https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-pomeroy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/herald-van-der-linde-a1699512/
https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/periodical/3281
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/96
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=%22demographics%22&variant=P250
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Digital Finance

Kailesh Mistry

Global Head of Insurance and 
Digital Finance Equity Research

kailesh.mistry@hsbc.com

As digital payments keep on rising, we seek to understand how digital entrants and 
new technologies disrupt, complement and enhance existing business models in 
financial services. 

By reducing frictional costs and widening access, 
digital finance supports financial inclusion and 
economic development

86%
Of central banks are actively researching the 
potential for CBDCs, a 2021 Bank of International 
Settlements survey found

Estimated revenue of Sub-Saharan mobile money 
operators by 2030

USD10bn Watch list

 ® This theme covers Payments, CreditTech, InsurTech, 
WealthTech, as well as Digital banks, distribution and 
insurers

 ® Digital finance increases financial inclusion, facilitates 
consumption, and delivers better outcomes through 
increased competition across the value chain

 ® Whether Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC) come 
to fruition will be a key question

 ® A growing proportion of financial transactions 
completed digitally creates opportunities for cross-
selling and up-selling complementary products and 
services 

 ® Could cheaper, more efficient payment systems impact 
inflation rates?

Subscribe to theme

Follow Kailesh on LinkedIn ›

Subscribe to “Nine Themes Talking Points” ›
Our monthly look at reports covering our nine big themes and areas of strength 
such as environmental, social and governance (ESG)

View insights

http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/124
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kailesh-mistry-7832b6150/
https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/periodical/3281
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Digital%20Finance&variant=P343
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Disruptive Technology

Davey Jose

Thematic Analyst and Global 
Coordinator of Disruptive 
Technology

davey.jose@hsbcib.com

Technology is disrupting business models around the world, helping companies to 
make huge leaps forward. We help investors understand what to watch out for and 
how to view tech changes using our HSBC Disruption Framework.

A new generation of Low Earth Orbit satellites 
promises to support economic development by 
enabling communications and connectivity 

38%
Increase in total number of cyberattacks in 2022

Global annual venture capital investment in 
quantum computing in 2021

USD1bn Watch list

 ® Recent investment inflows have put a spotlight on the 
metaverse and quantum computing

 ® Both have the potential to fundamentally transform 
economies and societies over the coming decade: but 
could older techs also retain their power to disrupt?

 ® Generative artificial intelligence could give rise to new 
business models and radically change workplaces

 ® Smart farming techniques have the potential to make 
the world’s food supply more reliable and sustainable

 ® Industries including healthcare, real estate and retail 
are already building applications in the virtual world of 
the metaverse

 ® As companies compete to launch new constellations of 
small satellites, who will win the next space race?

Subscribe to theme

Follow Davey on LinkedIn ›

Subscribe to “Nine Themes Talking Points” ›
Our monthly look at reports covering our nine big themes and areas of strength 
such as environmental, social and governance (ESG)

View insights

http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/98
https://www.linkedin.com/in/davey-jose-24719734/
https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/periodical/3281
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Disruptive%20Technology&variant=P341
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Energy Transition

Sriharsha Pappu

Head of Chemicals Research and 
Global Coordinator of Energy 
Transition

sriharsha.pappu@hsbc.com

Energy Transition is about figuring out how to continue to power and fuel all of 
our activities – from industry and transport, to heating and lighting homes – with a 
lower carbon footprint.

In some ‘solved’ areas, such as renewables, we 
know how to decarbonise – but need the right 
economics for deployment at scale …

… in ‘unsolved’ areas, such as some agricultural 
and industrial processes, technological innovation 
will be key

Global investment in the energy transition in 
2022; China contributed 50% of the total 

>USD1trn
Watch list

 ® Global renewables capacity is set to triple by 2030: 
annual solar capacity additions could soon exceed 
500GW 

 ® What could a busy election cycle mean for European 
and US policies to encourage investment in renewables 
and hydrogen?

 ® Many countries are looking to expand production of 
transition minerals such as lithium, which is vital for 
making EV batteries

 ® The EU saw a record 41.4GW solar PV installations in 
2022 (up 50% y-o-y), led by Germany and Spain

 ® Could innovations in areas such as biotechnology 
support the transition – by, for example, allowing more 
efficient fertiliser use?

Follow Sriharsha on LinkedIn ›

Subscribe to theme
Subscribe to “Nine Themes Talking Points” ›
Our monthly look at reports covering our nine big themes and areas of strength 
such as environmental, social and governance (ESG)

View insights

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sriharsha-pappu-76b304/
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/125
https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/periodical/3281
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Energy%20Transition&variant=P344
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Future Cities

Stephen Bramley-Jackson 

Global Head of Real Estate 
Research and Global Coordinator of 
Future Cities

stephen.bramley-jackson@hsbc.com

The pandemic has changed the way we think about urbanisation, raising challenges in 
well-being, mobility, infrastructure, housing and work practices – all of which require 
careful consideration, planning and embodiment in our future cities.

The nature of cities may change in the west, with 
more remote work: in emerging markets, we 
expect cities to continue to grow quickly 

Expected increase in the world’s urban population 
by 2035, led by emerging markets

c.1bn Watch list

 ® Today, roughly 4.2bn people live in cities across the 
world, and this is set to rise to 5.2bn by 2030 and 
6.7bn by 2050, says the UN. The vast majority of this 
increase will be in emerging markets

 ® Countries in the Gulf Cooperation Council are among 
those trialling ‘smart’ urban developments with low-
carbon design and materials, greener public transport, 
automated services and high-speed communication links

 ® In developed markets, a shift towards remote working 
has seen smaller urban areas growing in popularity at 
the expense of big cities, with major implications for 
real estate and housing

 ® Whether adapting existing infrastructure or building 
new, future cities call for significant investment – how 
will this be funded?

>USD700bn
Planned investment in smart city developments in 
the GCC economies

Follow Stephen on LinkedIn ›

Subscribe to theme
Subscribe to “Nine Themes Talking Points” ›
Our monthly look at reports covering our nine big themes and areas of strength 
such as environmental, social and governance (ESG)

View insights

https://www.linkedin.com/in/steve-bramley-jackson-9a3b63b/
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/116
https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/periodical/3281
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=%22Future%20Cities%22&tab&variant=P320
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Future Consumer

Erwan Rambourg 

Global Head of Consumer and 
Retail Research and Global 
Coordinator of Future Consumer

erwanrambourg@us.hsbc.com

A new generation is redefining the future of consumption. As female and Asian 
consumers play an increasingly vital role, trends such as sustainable and virtual 
consumption are set to rise further.

We focus our consumer research on four ‘C’s: 
Chinese, Channels, Consolidation and Conscience

New middle-income consumers expected by 
2040, led by emerging markets

1bn Watch list

 ® A growing middle class is set to propel consumer 
incomes much higher, especially in the emerging world

 ® Spending on leisure, transport and health is likely to 
rise the most in the years to come, and we expect 
consumers to increasingly prioritise sustainable 
choices

 ® How resilient will Chinese consumer spending prove  
to be? 

 ® Which businesses are well placed amid higher inflation 
and concerns about the cost of living?

 ® How will consumer firms establish themselves and 
make profits in the virtual world of the metaverse?

 ® Our regular proprietary surveys track evolving 
consumer tastes in markets including mainland China, 
the UK and the US 

c.123m
Visitors from mainland China to the “divine 9” 
Asian destinations in 2025 (HSBC estimate) 

Follow Erwan on LinkedIn ›

Subscribe to theme
Subscribe to “Nine Themes Talking Points” ›
Our monthly look at reports covering our nine big themes and areas of strength 
such as environmental, social and governance (ESG)

View insights

https://www.linkedin.com/in/erwan-rambourg-6b2a631/
http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/107
https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/periodical/3281
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Future%20Consumer&variant=P248
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Future Transport
Mike Tyndall

Head of European Automotive 
Equity Research and Global 
Coordinator of Future Transport

michael.tyndall@hsbc.com

Parash Jain

Head of Shipping & Ports & Asia 
Transport Research and Global 
coordinator of Future Transport

parashjain@hsbc.com.hk

Traditional car manufacturers, new electric vehicle (EV) players, technology companies 
and mobility providers are all competing for future transport and mobility revenue 
streams, while also negotiating complex regulation and decarbonisation challenges.

‘Bubble rafts’ to cut hull friction are among 
the innovative techs being explored to reduce 
shipping carbon emissions

of global CO2 emissions from end-use sectors 
came from transport in 2021, which relies on fossil 
fuels more than any other sector

37% Watch list

 ® HSBC views transport as the “second frontier” of 
decarbonisation and suggests pathways across cars, 
trucks, shipping and aviation can reduce transport 
emissions 81% by 2050

 ® Passenger battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are 
increasingly mainstream in many markets: mainland 
China accounts for >60% global EV sales

 ® Traditional auto manufacturers and new entrants are 
vying for market share: it is unclear who the ultimate 
winners will be

 ® Green methanol and ammonia are among potential 
alternative fuels in shipping, while sustainable aviation 
fuel is key to reducing air transport emissions

 ® Who will recycle used EV batteries?

2.5m
Chinese-made electric vehicles booked for export 
in 2022

Subscribe to theme

Follow Parash on LinkedIn ›

Follow Mike on LinkedIn ›

Subscribe to “Nine Themes Talking Points” ›
Our monthly look at reports covering our nine big themes and areas of strength 
such as environmental, social and governance (ESG)

View insights

http://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/127
https://www.linkedin.com/in/parashjain/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-tyndall-cfa-9072161/
https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/periodical/3281
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=Future%20Transport&variant=P345
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Trade Flows

Steven Major 

Global Head of Fixed 
Income Research

steven.j.major@hsbc.com.hk

Follow on LinkedIn

View profile

Shanella Rajanayagam 

Trade Economist

shanella.l.rajanayagam@hsbc.com

Global trade has faced many challenges in recent years – from supply chain disruption, 
to rising protectionism – but remains essential to many economies worldwide. We track 
key trends as trade evolves and reconfigures.

Watch list

 ® The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted global supply 
chains: could other unforeseen risks emerge?

 ® A drive to boost supply chain resilience has 
encouraged companies and policymakers to seek to 
re-shore production …

 ® … but this will likely be a gradual process, unfurling 
over a number of years

 ® Post-pandemic, consumers in many economies 
prioritised spending on services over goods: will this 
trend continue?

 ® A busy election cycle has the potential to lead to 
changes in trade policy 

 ® While the pace of striking global trade deals has 
slowed, some economies – including the UK – are 
seeking to conclude new agreements 

Subscribe to theme

View insights

Follow Shanella on LinkedIn ›

Subscribe to “Nine Themes Talking Points” ›
Our monthly look at reports covering our nine big themes and areas of strength 
such as environmental, social and governance (ESG)

Mexico overtook China to become the US’s top 
import market in 2023

Annual contraction in global trade in 2023

c.-0.7%

3,000
Protectionist measures implemented worldwide in 
2023, according to Global Trade Alert

https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/theme/134
https://www.research.hsbc.com/ibcom/in/reach/servlet/Reach?searchbox=%22Trade%20Flows%22&variant=P304
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shanella-rajanayagam/
https://www.research.hsbc.com/S/10/s/periodical/3281
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Available to clients Available to all

Follow and listen
Available on Apple and Spotify platforms, 
just search for ‘HSBC Global Viewpoint’

Download the HSBC Global Research app
From Apple’s App Store or Google Play. The 
app features topical and timely curated reports, 
multimedia and upcoming events

Live Insights
Join our events or watch replays. They are free 
to view and cover key topical themes

Log on to the Global Research website
To access all reports and videos log on to 
research.hsbc.com

We have products for clients as well as non-clients. 
Five easy steps to get started

How and where to plug into Global Research

Connect with Global Research on LinkedIn
Search for and follow #HSBCResearch. Reports 
and live events are free-to-view and can be easily 
shared with contacts

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/hsbc-global-viewpoint-banking-and-markets/id1541702202
https://open.spotify.com/show/7fud1Dmg6ZHMPl4aPgkon0
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/hsbc-global-research/id1248271935
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hsbc.hsbcglobalresearch.rapp&hl=en&gl=US
https://www.gbm.hsbc.com/en-gb/campaigns/global-research/live-insights
https://research.hsbc.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/hsbcresearch/
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